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ABOUT
NEO
ANALYTICS

Fluent in holistic media
measurement practices
across online and offline
media, attribution and
cross-platform measurement

Neo’s specialized media
analytics group contains
20+ talented artists and
mathematicians with vast
analytics experience

Powered by automated
data solutions to enable fast
and flexible access to data,
along with actionable,
insight-driven analysis

Subject matter experts in
media performance, data
science, test and research
design, with a focus on the
shifting landscape around
e-commerce, cookie-less
tracking and first party
audience targeting
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AN ANALYTICALLY
CHARGED TEAM FROM
BRAND TO
PERFORMANCE
We construct measurement roadmaps that
come to life through real-time custom
dashboards, powered by a meticulous
planning and activation process
REAL-TIME KPI
TRACKING

CROSS CHANNEL
BRAND STUDIES

MOBILE
ATTRIBUTION

CENTRALIZED DATA
PROCESSING

REGRESSION
MODELS

CONVERSION LIFT
A/B TESTING

EXPOSURE TO
CONVERSION

MULIT-CHANNEL
ATTRIBUTION

BENCHMARKS &
FORECASTING
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WHA T D IFFE RE N T IA T E S U S

Analytics seamlessly integrated at the core of
our client-centric teams

Ability to go deep with data to uncover
business insights and drive results

Customized analytics roadmaps designed to
span the entire campaign lifecycle

Expert, hands-on experience with industryleading tools, technology, and measurement
solutions to recommend the right approach
for each client

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE

COLLABORATIVE EFFORTS

DAY TO DAY ANALYSIS

ADVANCED ANALYTICS
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T HE T E A M IS O U R S T RO N G E S T A S S E T
COMMUNITY

Weekly discipline
meetings

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

THOUGHT
LEADERSHIP

INDUSTRY
ACCOLADES

Proprietary training
curriculum

Annual Neo US
Analytics Summit
Professional industry
memberships
Events
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NEW ‘INSIDE ANALYTICS’ TRAINING CURRICULUM

IN FU S E S D A T A D RIV E N T HIN K IN G
A CRO S S T HE A G E N CY
•

Analytics 101

•

Measurement 101

•

Research & Insights Tools 101

•

Frequency Analysis 201

•

Media Tracking Solutions

•

Path to Conversion

•

Attribution

•

First-party Data

•

Social Research

•

Data Science

•

Ad Effectiveness

•

Commerce Analytics
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DELIVERING FORWARD-LOOKING

T HO U G HT L E A DE RS HIP
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NEO ANALYTICS

CASE STUDIES
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NEO MEDIA WORLD

CLIENT

TD AMERITRADE
Neo’s client TD Ameritrade provides
trading and investment services for
12MM client accounts totaling more
than $1 trillion in assets.
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NEO MEDIA WORLD
CLIENT

P O W E R E D B Y 1 ST P A R T Y - D A T A

TD AMERITRADE

1ST PARTY DATA
DRIVES ACCOUNT
OPENINGS

ACQUISITION
CAMPAIGN
STRATEGY

2
1

EXISTING
CLIENT
TARGETING
INITIATIVE

Neo’s relationship with client TD Ameritrade has
spanned 14 years. The long-lasting relationship has
challenged the agency to continuously grow and
evolve our thinking in order to help the brand improve
performance year-over-year.

Over the past few years, Neo’s strategy has shifted
towards using TD Ameritrade’s 1st party data to
power campaign and messaging design, improving
media performance and attracting qualified
accounts for the TD Ameritrade brand.
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REPORTING
THAT EXTENDS
BEYOND
MEDIA
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NEO MEDIA WORLD
TD AMERITRADE

INTEGRATING CRM DATA IN ACQUISITION STRATEGY

Account quality metrics were limited to
superficial cost-per metrics that did not
uncover true quality of new accounts
Revenue and other account maturity data
were not attributable to digital media
Reporting was not able to uncover weak and
inefficient media partners

Optimizations now centered around revenue
and other account quality metrics, ensuring
that media is always attracting the most
qualified customers
Additional CRM metrics provide valuable
demographic data, allowing for greater
segmentation
Account metrics allowed for richer insight into
the impact of digital media on the client’s
bottom-line
Reporting expanded to incorporate CRM
data, enabling investment teams the ability to
alter media plans to eliminate weak tactics

• +195% New
Account Volume

STRATEGY

Optimizations were limited to front-end DCM
metrics and did not extend beyond the
conversion action

POST-CRM DATA
INTEGRATION

CAMPAIGN

PRE-CRM DATA
INTEGRATION

QUANTIFYING
THE IMPACT

ACQUISITION

CLIENT

• +154% Qualified
Accounts
• +173%
Transaction
Volume
• +146% Asset
Transfers
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NEO MEDIA WORLD
TD AMERITRADE

Defend high SOV across top
performing partners to
maintain elevated
performance and generate
asset volume

Maintain client first approach,
and leverage new forms of
communications to enhance
dialogue with clients

Expressed through
personalization, audience
centricity, and cultural
relevance, with a focus on
new formats

INITIATIVE

The analytics team partnered with internal investment teams as well as key client stakeholders to identify the most valuable audiences for
creation and targeting, as well as establishing specific KPI’s for each segment.

TARGETING

The brokerage category is competitive because consumers have the ability to easily and quickly spread their investments across several
firms. This presented a significant opportunity to retain current TD Ameritrade customers and cross-sell across the TD Ameritrade product
suite, in an effort to grow share-of-wallet and increase revenue for the business.

CLIENT

1ST PARTY DATA IMPROVES EXPERIENCE FOR EXISTING CUSTOMERS

EXISTING

CLIENT

Capitalize on emerging
technologies and innovative
ad formats that provide value
to the consumer experience
and set TD Ameritrade apart
from competition

EXISTING CLIENT TARGETING FRAMEWORK
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NEO MEDIA WORLD
CLIENT

TD AMERITRADE

ESTABLISHED FOUNDATION AND ACCELERATED
GROWTH OF CLIENT TARGETING

• Campaign and segment
strategy development
• Technology / tracking
infrastructure

• Established test camping
structure across
programmatic, Yahoo
and Facebook
• Informed additional
client segments for
testing

• Expanded testing
approach to dynamic
creative partners and
additional media types
• Enhanced messaging
test framework

• Always on, client first
approach across all
digital campaign
components
(where possible)
• Ongoing optimization vs.
structured test approach
• Advanced CRM
reporting inclusive
of creative and
search data

• Identity priority segments
for activation and
reporting
• Consistency refine client
targeting creative based
on creative learnings
and develop customized
messaging
• Integrate with exciting
marketing
communications

PHASE I

PHASE II

PHASE III

PHASE IV

FY’ 19

FOUNDATION

TESTING

EXPANSION

THE NEW BAU

ENHANCEMENTS

CLIENT TARGETING EVOLUTION
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NEO MEDIA WORLD
TD AMERITRADE

EXTENDS
BEYOND
MEDIA

Having access to CRM data has allowed the analytics team
to build rich and robust reporting suites that enable both
internal and client investment teams to plan and optimize
against the most accurate and powerful metrics available;
account, demographic, and transactional data.

THAT

REPORTING THAT EXTENDS
BEYOND TRADITIONAL
MEDIA METRICS

REPORTING

CLIENT

Expanding beyond traditional media metrics has allowed Neo
greater insight into who is engaging with the TD Ameritrade
brand and how they continue to engage months after
exposure with the media, opening up many opportunities for
advanced analyses.

Illustrative visuals only; actual data removed for confidentiality
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CLIENT

FM Global
A purposeful marketing intelligence
tool to satisfy a range of audiences
from c-suite executives to day-to-day
practitioners.
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CLIENT

FM GLOBAL

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
DASHBOARD OPPORTUNITY
WHAT WE HEARD FROM FM GLOBAL
“We love a holistic global reporting with timely
insights that help us make better business decisions
and grow intelligently!”

It should cater to all FM Global stakeholders – from senior execs to
day to day marketing clients, across

NEO APPROACH

BUILD ON WHAT FM
GLOBAL LIKES!
Build a holistic marketing intelligence
dashboard based on knowledge of
the FM Global business, data and
technology, to enable swift
identification of business intelligence
and actionable marketing
optimization across all regions.
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CLIENT

FM GLOBAL

INTELLIGENCE JOURNEY
ENHANCE

DESIGN
GET BUY-IN
APPROVAL
IDEATION

EVALUATION
ALIGN ON
OBJECTIVE
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CLIENT

FM GLOBAL

A CONNECTED GLOBAL ECOSYSTEM ENABLES
DATA-DRIVEN MARKETING & MEASUREMENT

CRM &
WEBSITE DATA

EMAIL
MARKETING

AD
MANAGEMENT

PR EVENTS

WEB
ANALYTICS

ORGANIC
SOCIAL

LEAD
MANAGEMENT

WALLED
GARDENS

COMPETITIVE

DSP

CATEGORY
TRENDS

ACCOUNT BASED
MARKETING

SENTIMENT

PARTNER
DATA

OPEN MARKET
DATA

As business and marketing objective evolves, we are in the process to complete/enhance
some data sources as well as add in new data sources as needed.
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CLIENT

FM GLOBAL

EVOLUTION
THE
PAST

Manual PowerPoint and Excel
Reporting for Global Reporting

We kicked off this project in mid March.
It is a challenging time as the
uncertainties and re-planning work
caused by COVID across all facets. In
addition, all of us are adopting the new
way of living with shelter-in-place, as
well as working together digitally. We
also work with a large group of
stakeholders across the clients and
integrated agency teams globally in this
unprecedented time.

A holistic and
purposeful marketing
intelligence dashboard
for the marketing team
to leverage all the way
up to the C-Suite

PRESENT

Working through all the challenges, the Neo
team was able to collaborate with clients
and achieve the below

Opportunity for improvement

•

•

Manual process across all
global markets

Led the scope and creation of the
dashboard and reporting templates

•

Solidified Primary & Secondary KPI’s

•

Data heavy and tedious

•

•

Laborious to compile the data
for each report

MARCH
2020

Developed a data architecture that
includes a variety of paid data source
across all global markets

•

Lack of consistency and
standardization

UNDER COVID
IMPACT

•

Created a comprehensive internal
onboarding guide to ensure consistency
and training across markets

•

Siloed insights across markets

•

•

Lack of a powerful global
executive view to depict all
markets and channel efforts

Expanded to a marketing dashboard to
include owned and earned channels
such as organic social, PR event and
competitive landscape
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CLIENT

FM GLOBAL

“A purposeful marketing intelligence tool to
satisfy a range of audiences from c-suite
executives to day-to-day practitioners.”

IMPACT

Reduced the
manual and
laborious global
data processing
work by 50%

Ingested 70% more
data sources across
paid, owned, and
earned channels

Increased time-todelivery by saving
40% time when
there is ad-hoc
client request or
adjustment

Introduced
consistency and
standardization to
ensure all global
stakeholders are
working towards a
unified and
company-wide
success
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Thank You
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